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Abstract

1.

Built-in self repair (BISR) for RAMs is an established and
widely used approach to increase system-on-chip (SoC)
yield. One key BISR component is the repair analysis algorithm (RA) used to replace faulty memory cells with
redundant ones. Many RAs were proposed during the
past three decades mainly for traditional memories but
recently some for block-based memories as well. However, existing RAs for block-based memories suffer from
lower repair effectiveness than some of the algorithms for
traditional memories. Moreover, none of them guarantees
finding an optimal memory repair solution.

SoCs are becoming more popular in today’s semiconductor industry integrating many types of cores onto a single
chip. Their density grows and inevitably they are becoming more prone to faults in deep sub-micron technology. Memories have become the dominant part of modern SoCs due to demanding device size, performance and
power consumption requirements of modern applications.
As suggested by many studies, memories typically occupy
about two thirds of the chip area [1]. Moreover, it is well
known that memories are more dense than other cores
therefore they are the main source of SoC faults and chip
manufacturing yield drops. These drops have a negative
impact on the overall chip production cost and efforts
must be made to keep yield within acceptable levels. Chip
and memory yields are defined identically as follows:

In this work, a new RA for block-based bit-oriented RAMs
is proposed and verified by software simulations. The
experimental results indicate that the new algorithm is
suitable for use in SoCs. For certain memory parameters
(size, the numbers of spares and quadrants, fault distribution), it is more effective than the most effective known
RA for such memories by up to 4 %. Furthermore, the
additional on-chip algorithm area is within acceptable levels in comparison to similar RA for traditional memories.
For certain memory parameters (the numbers of spares
and quadrants) the additional area fluctuates from -5 %
to +3 %. The new algorithm also guarantees finding an
optimal memory repair solution.
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Introduction

yield =

# of f ault f ree chips (memories)
[%]
# of all chips (memories)

(1)

When introducing new manufacturing processes, memory
yield (1) is typically low during the process ramp up period. It may be increased to some extent by maturing
and improving the process over time. Further increase
may be achieved by incorporating memory BISR on chip
which is a well established and widely used fault tolerance
approach for increasing SoC yield. On chip memory repair
has some inherent advantages over the external methods
used in the past including cost reduction (no expensive
external automated test equipment is needed), the ability
to repair deeply embedded memory modules without direct external access, at-speed and field testing and repair
all possible at any time during the lifetime of a system.
However, it is very important to keep the additional BISR
area as low as possible. Also, the inclusion of BISR on
chip increases the design complexity and extra effort is
needed during the design phase. Both of these factors
impact the overall production cost negatively.
BISR for RAMs typically consists of three basic modules. Memory testing module detects and localizes faulty
cells and sends fault information to repair analysis module which finds the repair solution based on the fault
information. Address reconfiguration module is used to
store the repair solution and to ensure redundant cells
are addressed instead of faulty ones. One key component of repair analysis module is RA. It is responsible
for finding the repair solution for memories. The quality
of RAs is usually measured by four main parameters:
repair rate (RR) – the percentage of all faulty memories
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FC phase

the algorithm is able to repair (2) [2], area overhead (AO)
– the size of the area needed to implement the algorithm
on chip, repair time (speed) and the ability to find the
optimal memory repair solution (OMRS). OMRS is the
solution using the least possible number of spares.
RR =

# of repaired memories
[%]
# of all memories

static

dynamic

(2)

hybrid

The denominator in (2) includes all memories, even those
which are unrepairable (e.g. because the number of faults
is excessively high). Therefore, the maximum achievable
RR may be under 100 % in many cases.
Many RAs were proposed during past three decades main–
ly for traditional memories but recently some for blockbased memories as well. However, existing RAs for blockbased memories suffer from lower RR than some of the
algorithms for traditional memories. Moreover, none of
them guarantees finding OMRS. In this work, a new RA
for block-based bit-oriented RAMs is proposed. The experimental results obtained by software simulations indicate that the new algorithm is suitable for use in modern
SoCs for yield increasing purposes. For certain memory
parameters the achieved RR is higher than that of the
best known RA for block-based memories while keeping
the additional AO on chip within acceptable levels when
compared to similar RA for traditional memories. The
new algorithm also guarantees finding OMRS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 lists some basic RA characteristics. Section 3 gives a
brief summary of existing RAs and lists some basic memory repair principles. The new proposed RA is described
in Section 4 and the experimental results are shown in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2.

memory test start

RA typically consists of two main phases:
• Fault collection phase (FC) – RA receives and processes the fault information from memory test module.
• Spare allocation phase (SA) – Based on the fault information collected during FC, RA allocates spares
to repair faulty memory cells.
Based on the way FC and SA phases are executed, RAs
may be divided into three categories [2] (Figure 1):
• Static – Sequential execution. SA starts after FC
has finished. These RAs typically achieve very high
RR and can guarantee finding OMRS but are not
suitable for use in BISR due to high AO needed for
full fault bitmap and long repair times. They were
best used with external test equipment in the past.
• Dynamic – Parallel execution. Both phases start
and finish roughly at the same time. SA usually
needs only a very short time to finish after FC has
finished. They have the shortest repair times of all
approaches and the lowest AO due to their simplicity. They typically achieve medium to high RRs but
cannot guarantee finding OMRS. Dynamic RAs are
suitable for use in BISR.

• Fault information storing – How RA stores incoming fault information. There are some simple algorithms that do not use any storing mechanisms but
more typical approaches use either some form of a
fault bitmap (full or compressed) or a group of CAM
memories instead of a bitmap.
• Repair solution storing – How RA stores the repair
solution. Typically the published papers on RAs do
not provide this information explicitly but in some
cases the solution is stored in CAM memories.

• Hybrid – Combination of previous approaches. Both
phases are started simultaneously but SA needs so–
me time to finish, usually much longer than in dynamic approach but not longer than in serial approach. They can achieve very high RRs and in
some cases can guarantee finding OMRS but are
the most complex of all approaches implying much
higher AO and repair times than dynamic approach.
Hybrid RAs are suitable for use in BISR.

• Duplicate fault information handling – How RA handles duplicate incoming fault information. If a fault
is detected in an already repaired memory row or
column (r/c) then RA should discard it.

• Supported memory types – What memory types RA
will be able to repair, bit or word-oriented, 2D or
3D, traditional or block-based and so on.

time

• Supported spare types – What spare types will be
utilized for repairs, 1-dimensional (only rows or only
columns), 2-dimensional (both rows and columns)
or other special types (e.g. I/O blocks, configurable
spares [3] and so on).

RA Basics

• Early detection of unrepairable memories – If RA is
able to detect an unrepairable memory early then
repair time could be saved.

memory test end

Figure 1: RA types

There are many aspects which need to be considered prior
to RA on chip employment, most common including:

• Faults in spares – How RA handles spare testing. If
a spare is faulty then RA should not allocate it for
repair.

SA phase

3.

Related Work

During past three decades numerous research works have
dealt with the problem of effective on chip memory repair. The memory repair problem has been formalized
and transformed into the vertex covering problem and its
complexity has been proved to be NP-complete if using
2-dimensional spares [4]. However, it becomes a trivial
problem if using only 1-dimensional spares. Research in
the area of memory repair has led to various approaches
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(a) repairing r/c with the most faults first (Repair-Most
(RM) algorithm),

using branch and bound algorithm according to (b) and
used it more time-efficiently, constructing the search tree
placing faults as nodes and spares as edges. Maximumsized Local Bitmap-based Optimal Redundancy Algorit.
(MLB-ORA) [8], a hybrid RA which expanded upon the
idea of using compressed fault bitmap as in LRM. Instead
of compressing the bitmap as much as possible to save
AO, the bitmap was expanded so that it is large enough
for the algorithm to guarantee finding OMRS, but still
smaller than the full bitmap. The principle of maximumsized local fault bitmap was introduced here for the first
time. Selected Fail Count Comparison (SFCC) [2], a very
complex hybrid RA which further expanded upon the idea
of using branch and bound algorithm according to (b) and
IntelliSolve to find a repair solution. The search tree was
constructed by placing the numbers of repaired faults by
combinations of spares as leafs and spares as edges. SFCC
introduced a new type of fault categorization into three
types instead of only two types used previously by basic
approaches according to (b):

(b) utilizing comprehensive search trees and branch and
bound algorithms,

• Single faults – Single fault is the only fault in its
row and column.

advanced RAs
basic RAs

based on
basic

special

other

based on
other

Figure 2: RA categories
and ideas resulting in many RAs which may be divided
based on their complexity according to Figure 2.

3.1

Basic RAs

Among the first ideas in 80’s and 90’s were some simple
basic ones which resulted in the first RAs. These basic
RAs include:

(c) repairing using spares in some predetermined sequence, either pseudo-random or alternating.
RM and the approaches according to (b) are static therefore not suitable for BISR. Both require complete fault
bitmaps and have long repair times but can achieve high
RRs. In the case of (b) even OMRS can be achieved using
comprehensive search trees. The approaches according to
(c) are dynamic therefore suitable for BISR. They are
very fast and do not require fault bitmaps but typically
achieve only medium RRs without the ability to guarantee finding OMRS.
The approaches according to (b) were the first to utilize
some form of a fault type categorization. Based on the
positions of other faults in the memory array, they divided all faults into two categories. This basic fault categorization was the first step towards formulating three
observations for obtaining OMRS.

3.2

Advanced RAs

A large development in the area of RAs began around
2003 when the first advanced RAs started to appear many
of which were based on the principles of basic RAs (Figure 2 - ”based on basic”).
In [5], following three RAs were proposed. Local RepairMost (LRM), a hybrid RA based on RM which introduced
the compressed local fault bitmap with the goal to save
AO implied by a full bitmap. Local Optimization (LO) is
a hybrid RA optimization of LRM based on comprehensive approach according to (b). Essential Spare Pivoting (ESP) is a dynamic RA not based on any of the basic
RAs. ESP introduced the principle of distinguishing pivoting faults (pivots). Pivots are faults that are detected
as first faults on the corresponding r/c.
Other examples of advanced RAs based on basic RAs
are the following. Comprehensive Real-time Exhaustive
Search Test and Analysis (CRESTA) [6], a dynamic RA
which expanded upon the idea of using comprehensive
search according to (b) and requires a single hardware
analyser for each possible memory repair solution. IntelliSolve [7], a hybrid RA which expanded upon the idea of

• Sparse faults – Sparse fault is a fault that has on its
r/c a number of other faults but the overall number
of faults on that r/c is less or equal than the number
of available spare columns or rows (c/r).
• Must-repair faults – Must-repair fault may be described in the same way as sparse fault, but the
difference is that the total number of faults in r/c
exceeds the number of available spare c/r.
There are few other advanced RAs not based on the principles of basic RAs (Figure 2 - ”other”, e.g. ESP), but
later there were other advanced RAs proposed which were
based on these (Figure 2 - ”based on other”). Also, there
are many special RAs which introduced a unique principle
of memory repair which are also not based on basic RAs,
but no other known RAs is based on them yet (Figure 2
- ”special”, e.g. [9], a static RA based on grouping faults
into error matrices).
Many RAs were proposed during the past three decades
mainly for traditional memories, some of them described
earlier, but recently some for block-based memories as
well [10], [11]. The difference between the repair processes
in these two memory types is explained in Figure 3. On
the left hand side is a traditional 8x8 memory with 2
spare rows and 1 spare column. One spare row was already used for repair. Traditional memories are addressed
by a pair of row and column addresses. When a spare r/c
is assigned for repair the entire faulty memory r/c is replaced by the spare. Block-based memories suitable for
BISR implementation were introduced based on the divided word and bit line memory architectures [11]. This
architecture allows the memory to be physically divided
into addressable quadrants. Spares are divided into spare
blocks as well. On the right hand side in Figure 3 is a
block-based 8x8 memory divided into 4 quadrants with 4
spare row blocks and 2 spare column blocks. One spare
row block was already used for repair. Block-based memories are addressed by a quadruple of quadrant row and
column addresses and row and column addresses within
the quadrant. When a spare r/c block is assigned for repair only the faulty block of the memory r/c in one of the
quadrants is replaced by the spare block. Therefore, re-
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quadrant (0,0)
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spare column
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1
2
3
4
5
6
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2
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0

1

2

3

Table 1: RA comparison

0
1
2
3
0
1
2

RA
LRM
ESP
CRESTA
IntelliSolve
MLB-ORA
SFCC
ELRM
MESP

3

(5,6)

(1,1;1,2)

spare row
spare row blocks

Figure 3: Traditional vs. block-based memories

H
D
D
H
H
H
H
D

T
T
T
T
T
T
B
B

AO
avg.
low
v. high
low
avg.
avg.
high
low

speed
avg.
v. fast
v. fast
slow
fast
avg.
avg.
v. fast

RR
avg.
avg.
v. high
v. high
v. high
v. high
high
high

bitmap

5

OMRS

4

arch.

3

type

2

spare column
blocks

1

used spare block

0
0

no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no

yes
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
no

Type: D-dynamic, H-hybrid; Architecture: T-traditional, B-block-based;

pair effectiveness in block-based memories is higher than
in traditional memories because the spare repair granularity is lower. Note that both memories in Figure 3 have
the same overall number of spare cells but organized differently. To implement block-based memories, the additional logic is needed for switching gates and transistors.
This increases the memory area by up to 5 % but power
consumption can be reduced by up to 60 % and access
time by up to 20 % in comparison to traditional memories [11].
Examples of advanced RAs for block-based memories include Extended Local Repair-Most (ELRM) [10], a hybrid
RA based on LRM and Modified Essential Spare Pivoting (MESP) [11], a dynamic RA based on ESP, both representing successful adaptations of RAs meant for traditional memories, into block-based memories.
In Table 1, a brief comparison of some RAs is given according to the basic parameters mentioned in Section 1
(columns AO, speed, RR and OMRS) and other characteristics such as RA type, architecture for which RA is
meant and whether it uses or does not use fault bitmap
(columns type, arch. and bitmap, respectively).

3.3

Obtaining OMRS

According to the categorization into 3 fault types, three
observations for obtaining OMRS were formulated in [2],
each concerning 1 fault type:

some RAs, but by none of the existing RAs in block-based
memories. Therefore, a new proposed RA will be based on
a combination of SFCC [2] which has shown the best results in terms of RR among RAs for traditional memories
and guarantees finding OMRS, and MESP [11] which has
shown how RAs for traditional memories can be successfully adapted into the block-based memory architecture.
The resulting RA will combine the high repair efficiency
and the ability to guarantee finding OMRS of SFCC with
the advantages of using block-based memory architecture,
such as that used by MESP.

4.

• Solution 1: Must-repair faults are detected and repaired immediately after detection during the FC
phase.

• Observation 1: Single faults can be repaired using
any type of spare.

• Solution 2: Sparse faults are repaired in the SA
phase after the FC phase has finished.

• Observation 2: Sparse faults in r/c can be repaired
either using one spare r/c or using a certain number
of spare c/r.

• Solution 3: Single faults are repaired after the solution 2 has been found.

• Observation 3: Must-repair faults in r/c must be
repaired using spare r/c.

4.1
These observations lead to the conclusion that OMRS can
be achieved by optimal repair of sparse faults provided
the repair process sticks to the requirements implied by
Observations 1 and 3. Therefore, an ideal RA with the
highest possible RR capable of finding OMRS would be
a hybrid RA which would first perform must-repair during the FC phase,after that it would repair sparse faults
optimally and finally the remaining single faults either
randomly or using some kind of preference during the SA
phase.

3.4

Summary

The results of the thorough analysis of existing RAs show
that OMRS can be achieved in traditional memories by

Proposed RA

The new proposed RA is called Modified Selected Fail
Count Comparison (MSFCC). It is a two phase hybrid
advanced RA for bit-oriented block-based memories based
on SFCC [2] and adapted for block-based memories with
the same architecture as used by MESP [11]. MSFCC
uses a group of CAM memories to store incoming fault
information and handles duplicate fault information by
comparing incoming information with stored information.
It allows early detection of unrepairable memories and
uses 2-dimensional spares for repairs. It guarantees finding OMRS by sticking to Observations 1-3 mentioned in
Subsection 3.3. The overall repair solution for memories
in MSFCC is composed of three partial solutions:

FC Phase

During the FC phase faults are divided into the same
three categories as in SFCC, namely single, sparse and
must-repair faults. Moreover, MSFCC distinguishes between pivots (called parent faults) and other faults (called
child faults) in the same manner as does ESP (Subsection 3.2). Therefore, by combining these two approaches
all faults are divided into five types:
• PS – Parent (pivoting) single faults.
• PN – Parent sparse faults.
• PM – Parent must-repair faults.
• CN – Child (non-pivoting) sparse faults.
• CM – Child must-repair faults.
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Figure 4: Fault examples
Figure 5: Adoption and growth examples
The examples of each fault type are shown in Figure 4,
which depicts a faulty 8x8 block-based memory divided
into 4 quadrants with 2 spare row and column blocks containing 7 faults. Parent and corresponding child faults
are connected by arrows. Note that faults in quadrant
(0,1) become must-repair by row after the detection of
the last fault at (0,1;2,3) because there are only 2 spare
columns. Also note that the fault in quadrant (0,0) is single despite the fact that there is another fault in the same
memory column 0 but it is in the different quadrant. In
block-based memories, fault types are distinguished based
on the same rules as in traditional memories but on the
quadrant level instead of the whole memory array level.
To store fault information, four types of CAMs are used:
• MR CAM – for must-repair faults by row. Stores
PM faults.
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Figure 6: Connection example
at the end of the FC phase following conditions must be
satisfied:

• MC CAM – for must-repair faults by column. Stores
PM faults.

• FC1: Information about all must-repair faulty r/c
must be stored in MR and MC CAMs.

• PA CAM – for parent faults. Stores PS and PN
faults.

• FC2: Information about all single faults must be
stored in PA CAM.

• CH CAM – for child faults. Stores CN faults.

• FC3: Information about all sparse faults must be
stored in PA and CH CAMs.

There is no need to store CM faults in CAMs. It is sufficient to store the information about the parent fault in
the corresponding r/c. The information about all other
faults in that r/c regardless of their number can be disregarded since it is already being repaired. A CN fault
stored in CH CAM may become a CM fault causing the
PN fault in that particular r/c stored in PA CAM to become a PM fault (e.g. Figure 4). In that case, all CM
faults are removed from CH CAM and the PM fault is
moved into MR or MC CAM.
MSFCC uses the same CAM structure as SFCC with the
exception of the addition of fields identifying the quadrant row and column addresses into MR, MC and PA
CAMs. Early detection of unrepairable memories is performed in the FC phase by setting the maximum capacity
of each CAM. If this capacity is exceeded, the memory is
unrepairable. The maximum capacity of each CAM is determined based on the numbers of available spares in the
same manner as in SFCC with the exception of CH CAM,
which has increased capacity (Subsection 4.3).
The fault categorization during the FC phase is performed
dynamically meaning that the type of any fault may chan–
ge during the phase (e.g. Figure 4). Final fault types can
be obtained at the end of the phase and are subsequently
used by the SA phase. MSFCC ensures that the final
fault types are determined correctly at the end of the FC
phase by placing and connecting faults correctly in the
corresponding CAMs. To find the correct repair solution,

• FC4: Each child fault must be connected with at
least one parent fault.
• FC5: Each parent fault must be connected with all
of its child faults.
To ensure all conditions are satisfied new procedures are
proposed and used by MSFCC (Subsection 4.3). During
the FC phase some child faults may lose their parent faults
due to them becoming must-repair faults which violates
conditions FC2 and FC4. These child faults are called
orphans. To resolve this problem, two procedures called
adoption and growth are immediately executed each time
an orphan fault is found. The adoption procedure takes
place in case another parent fault is available to adopt the
orphan fault otherwise the growth procedure takes place
and the orphan fault becomes a parent fault. The examples of both procedures are shown in Figure 5. There
is no available parent fault to adopt the orphan fault in
quadrant (0,0) therefore it becomes a parent fault. On the
other hand, the orphan fault in quadrant (1,1) is adopted
by the available parent fault. At the end of the FC phase
some parent faults may not be connected to all their child
faults. This may be caused by specific fault detection order and it violates condition FC5. To resolve this problem, a procedure called connection is executed once at the
end of the FC phase and checks for unconnected parent
and child faults. The example of the procedure is shown in
Figure 6 where the particular detection order has caused
two faults to be unconnected at the end of the FC phase.
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The flow of the FC phase is shown in Figure 7. The test
module sends fault information to MSFCC which finds the
partial repair solution 1 for must-repair faults, updates
CAMs and executes the adoption or growth procedures
when needed. This process repeats until either the memory is found to be unrepairable by checking the available
capacity of CAMs or the test is finished. In the former
case the repair process is halted immediately. In the latter case the connection procedure is performed once and
then the SA phase begins.

SA Phase

The main idea of the repair process during the SA phase
is based on a combination of Observations 1 and 2. According to Observation 1, to repair each single fault one
spare is needed. Therefore, the repair process according to Observation 2 should use a maximum number of
spares defined by (3) to repair sparse faults. Otherwise
the memory is unrepairable because there would not be
enough spares left for single fault repair.
M AX = A − S

unrepairable ?

Figure 9: SA phase

Figure 8: Auxiliary buffer example

4.2

yes

SA phase

Figure 7: FC phase

buffer
C0 (0,1)
R3 (0,1)
C3 (0,1)

MSFCC done

find solution 2

(3)

In (3), A is the sum of all spares available for repair after
the FC phase has finished and S is the number of single
faults. These values are known after the FC phase has
finished.
In the SA phase MSFCC utilizes the auxiliary CAM structure called buffer in the same way as does SFCC. The
buffer is used to store the required information about all
faulty r/c in a memory that contain more than one fault.
In other words, it stores the information about all sparse
faults. For example, the simplified version of the buffer
for the memory depicted in Figure 6 is shown in Figure 8
on the left hand side. The buffer has 3 entries as there
are 3 faulty r/c in the memory that contain more than
one fault, namely row 3 (R3) and columns 0 (C0) and 3
(C3). All 3 are located in the same quadrant (0,1). The
buffer can be filled using the fault information that was
stored in PA and CH CAMs at the end of the FC phase.
MSFCC uses the same buffer structure as SFCC with the

Using the information stored in the buffer MSFCC is able
to quickly search the space of all possible repair solutions
for sparse faults. A solution is a list (combination) of
faulty r/c that should be replaced by spare ones. The solution space contains only solutions that consist of faulty
r/c stored in the buffer provided there is enough spares to
apply them. For example, if there are 3 spare blocks left
for repairs then the combinations containing more than
3 faulty r/c stored in the buffer will not be considered.
The result is that the solution requiring the least possible
number of spares while satisfying (3) and repairing most
sparse faults is chosen by MSFCC as the resulting repair
solution for sparse faults. This way MSFCC is able to
guarantee finding OMRS.
For example, the solution space for the memory depicted
in Figure 6 is shown in Figure 8 on the right hand side.
It contains 7 entries (spare combinations). For each entry
the number of faults repaired by the combination is listed
in the faults column. Whether the combination was or
was not chosen as the resulting solution for sparse fault
repair is shown in the result column. The resulting combination is highlightened. It repairs all 4 sparse faults using
2 spares thereby satisfying (3) because in this example
M AX = 4 − 1 = 3 and is the optimal solution. Note
that there is another combination that can also repair
all 4 sparse faults and satisfies (3), but it uses 3 spares
therefore it is not optimal.
A new procedures are proposed and used by MSFCC for
buffer filling as well as for finding partial solutions 2 and 3
(Subsection 4.3). They handle all following special cases
that may arise during the SA phase. Special cases during
the buffer filling procedure may occur when a faulty r/c
containing only child faults appears. Special cases during
the solution 3 finding procedure are the results of special
cases during the buffer filling procedure when some faults
may become single after the sparse fault repair.
The flow of the SA phase is shown in Figure 9. First,
the auxiliary buffer is filled. After that, according to
Observation 2 and based on the information stored in
the buffer, MSFCC finds the partial repair solution 2
for sparse faults. If the solution could not be found the
memory is unrepairable and the repair process is halted
immediately. Otherwise MSFCC finds the partial repair
solution 3 for single faults thereby completing the overall
repair solution for the memory and then terminates.

4.3

Proposed RA Feature Summary

All features of the new algorithm are summarized and
described in Table 2. Corresponding solutions of these
problems in the original algorithm SFCC are listed, too.
While modification 1 was mandatory, modification 2 and
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Table 2: MSFCC features

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

MSFCC feature
CAM and buffer
structure modified
maximum CH CAM
capacity modified
adoption procedure
growth procedure
connection procedure
buffer filling procedure
solution 2 finding
solution 3 finding

SFCC
no
no
no
unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown

description
Added fields for quadrant addresses. Needed
for adaptation into block-based architecture.
CH CAM capacity increased.
Increased RR.
New procedure, no inconsistencies in CAMs.
New procedure, no inconsistencies in CAMs.
New procedure.
New procedure, handles all special cases.
New procedure.
New procedure, handles all special cases.

procedures 3 and 4 are all completely new features that
enhance the original algorithm in terms of RR and handle
possible inconsistencies in CAMs. Procedures 5-8 are the
new proposed versions of the procedures used in original
algorithm. While SFCC does state the need for these procedures, their exact implementation is unknown. It is also
unknown whether they can handle all special cases (Subsection 4.2) but the new proposed procedures in MSFCC
can handle them.

5.

Table 3: Repair rate
spare
r/c
2
3/2
3
4/3
4
5/4
5
6/5
6
7
8
9
10

Experimental Results

The effectiveness of the new proposed RA MSFCC was
evaluated in terms of RR by software simulations and
AO by analytic estimation. RR of MSFCC was compared
to that of MESP which is the most effective known RA
for block-based memories. AO of MSFCC was compared
to that of SFCC which is the most closely related RA in
terms of used principles.

5.2

16 quadrants
MESP MSFCC
3,38
6,64
11,72
15,74
27,31
31,36
47,20
51,16
67,73
70,80
83,79
85,68
93,08
93,94
97,32
97,60
98,78
98,89
99,44
99,47
99,60
99,61
99,72
99,72
99,83
99,84

Repair Rate

To generate faulty memory arrays, a generator called
Randomized Clusters Generator (RNDCLUS) was proposed based on the symmetric Gaussian fault cluster generator [12]. RNDCLUS is able to generate either random
fault maps or fault maps containing randomized clusters
of faults. To simulate various RAs on generated faulty
maps, a simulator called Repair Algorithm Repair-rate
Estimator (RAREST) was proposed. RAREST runs the
chosen RA on the group of generated faulty maps and
reports its obtained RR for different numbers of spares
and quadrants. RR comparison of MSFCC and MESP is
shown in Table 3 and in Figure 10. The number of faulty
memory maps was 100000 and their size 1024x1024 bits
(1 MB). All maps were generated containing randomized
clusters as that is the most commonly observed fault distribution in real memories [12]. The number of quadrants
was set to 4 and 16 (numbers in parentheses in the legend
in Figure 10) and the number of spares varied between
2 to 10. These results show that MSFCC has slightly
higher RR than MESP by up to 4 % for some spare combinations. For example for 1 million faulty memories that
is 40000 more repaired memories. Also, the more quadrants the block-based memory is divided into the faster
RR raises. This has been observed for 64 quadrants as
well.

Area Overhead

The following was assumed for AO estimation of MSFCC.
A typical modern SoC area comprises roughly 66 % memory and 34 % other parts [1]. A typical chip contains at

100

repair rate %

5.1

4 quadrants
MESP MSFCC
0,04
1,58
0,18
2,48
0,63
3,12
1,61
4,54
3,51
6,94
7,24
10,74
12,56
16,16
19,56
23,45
28,01
32,19
48,28
52,14
68,64
71,85
84,43
86,39
93,46
94,30

80
60
40
20
0
2 3/2 3 4/3 4 5/4 5 6/5 6

7

8

9

10

spare rows/columns
MESP(4)

MSFCC(4)

MESP(16)

MSFCC(16)

Figure 10: Repair rate

least 100 separate memory blocks with a capacity of at
most 1 MB bits and one analyser that is able to repair
them sequentially. In case of SFCC this analyser was estimated to occupy 2 % of overall AO caused by the addition of RA on chip assuming the typical number of 5 spare
r/c [2]. The area of block-based memory increases roughly
by 5 % in comparison to traditional memories [11]. A
CAM cell requires 9 transistors in standard CMOS implementation [13]. SoC already has test module integrated
but no BISR capabilities.
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Table 4: Area overhead
spare r/c
scenario – addition of:
SFCC
MSFCC (16 quadrants)
MSFCC (64 quadrants)
MSFCC (1024 quadrants)

3/3
5/5
8/8
10/10
minimum SoC area increase in %
4,87 11,20 24,70
38,56
7,95 13,78 25,99
38,62
7,84 13,42 24,98
37,00
7,63 12,70 22,96
33,76

[6]

[7]

[8]

Taking into account the aforementioned assumptions, a
minimal % increase of a typical modern SoC area was
estimated and the results are shown in Table 4 for two
main scenarios: the addition of SFCC and the addition
of MSFCC on chip. Both scenarios were considered for
various numbers of spares and quadrants. These results
show that the additional on chip area caused by addition of both algorithms is roughly the same. The area of
MSFCC fluctuates between -5 % and +3 % in comparison
to the area of SFCC. Also, MSFCC becomes more area
efficient when adding more spares and more quadrants
into memories but the overall additional chip area grows
rapidly when increasing the number of spares beyond the
typical number of 5.

6.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

Conclusion

A new hybrid repair analysis algorithm MSFCC was proposed in this work for bit-oriented memories with a special
block-based architecture. It is an improvement and adaptation of existing efficient algorithm SFCC meant for traditional memories into block-based memories. Moreover,
it guarantees finding an optimal memory repair solution
as opposed to other existing algorithms for this special
memory architecture. The experimental results show that
MSFCC is suitable for built-in use in modern SoCs. For
certain memory parameters such as size, the numbers of
spares and quadrants and fault distribution, it achieves
higher repair rates than the most effective known algorithm for block-based memories MESP by up to 4 %. The
additional area caused by the addition of MSFCC on typical chip is roughly the same as that of SFCC. For the
most commonly used number of 5 spares MSFCC requires
on average only 2 % more area than SFCC, depending on
the number of memory quadrants.
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